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This is a world divided into the Lands Below and the Lands Above.
Those who dwell there struggle in the darkness. The darkness is a
place of regret, of dark delusions and enmity, in the battle
between the two worlds. Mankind knows only the Lands Below.
Within this world, the two great powers of the Elden Ring Cracked
Accounts fight back to back for the survival of the entire world and
mankind. The Lords rise to the heavens to battle, while the
humble trolls plunge into the depths to stir the demons below. The
struggle between the two opposing forces ultimately determines
the fate of this world and mankind. Note: The English text has
been translated from Japanese. The text is not the same as the
original Japanese version, and may differ from the original as a
result. * When using the English version of Elder Scrolls Online,
the following messages may appear at certain times: Your game
client has been updated, and some of your characters may have
been deleted due to a memory space shortage. * Please note that
characters who are deleted are not destroyed. However, their
data and progress will be lost. Please save and close your game
after character deletion. * Client in-use shutdown. This is a world
divided into the Lands Below and the Lands Above. Those who
dwell there struggle in the darkness. The darkness is a place of
regret, of dark delusions and enmity, in the battle between the
two worlds. Mankind knows only the Lands Below.Within this
world, the two great powers of the Elden Ring fight back to back
for the survival of the entire world and mankind. The Lords rise to
the heavens to battle, while the humble trolls plunge into the
depths to stir the demons below.The struggle between the two
opposing forces ultimately determines the fate of this world and
mankind.Note: The English text has been translated from
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Japanese. The text is not the same as the original Japanese
version, and may differ from the original as a result.* When using
the English version of Elder Scrolls Online, the following messages
may appear at certain times:Your game client has been updated,
and some of your characters may have been deleted due to a
memory space shortage.* Please note that characters who are
deleted are not destroyed. However, their data and progress will
be lost. Please save and close your game after character
deletion.* Client in-use shutdown. The Lands Between The Lands
Above and the Lands Below. Structure of Elder Scrolls

Features Key:
Gaming Experience: System Live.
Narrative in which you become a protagonist.
A Prologue that makes you more familiar with the Lands Between.
Easy tactics and progression that delight newcomers.
Introducing real-time multiplayer.
Arena Mode that unleashes your true power.
Play Style System in which you can freely choose your character.
Gameplay that flows with your desire for boldness and liberty.
Ability to freely change the weapon and armor that you carry from the beginning.
Play Style System that lets you enjoy the ease with which you can defeat enemies.
Introduces the Entire World You Can Explore:

Three Free Fields, including a Sacred Dungeon, and also Impediment Valley.
Open World
Can Become Your Own Ideal and Fight for Salvation
Loads of Living Plants, Animal Allies, and Monsters.
Special Dungeon that is highly interactive.
Challenging Monster Battling.

Therefore, an Elden Ring adventurer is certain to appreciate the power of the Lands Between. So
start adventuring now!

Elden Ring "Boss" lineup:

The name of the game is the Elden Ring Adventure Game, and not all the battles are easy. The
enemies are ranked in various levels, depending on their level. For this reason, to proceed with the
battle, your combat strength needs to improve.

Jibber - Id:LE11 ~ Class:M 0-Level 50
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